Broad-band acoustic signals received by a vertical line array show a rich structure of precursors arriving prior to the water wave. A combination of beamforming, spectral analysis, and travel-time considerations is applied to separate and identify individual head wave arrivals in the sequence of precursor signals. The travel times for individual head waves are inverted to determine compressional wave speeds in two distinct subbottom layers. The frequency-and range-dependence of the head waves amplitudes are analyzed to estimate the compressional wave attenuation.
INTRODUCTION
As a part of the Pacific Shelf-93 experiment, a 16-element vertical line array has been used to receive acoustic signals generated by small explosive charges (Fig. l) on the continental shelf off Vancouver Island. The signals contain precursors propagating faster than the direct water wave and consisting of a number of arrivals [I] . In this paper, the precursors are analyzed to retrieve information on geoacoustic parameters of the ocean bottom.
DATA ANALYSIS
With increasing range, the number of identifiable individual precursors increases. For each individual precursor, travel time is a linear function of receiver range ( Fig. 2) and depth. Polarity and the kinematic properties of the precursors are consistent with the environmental model (Fig. I) where head waves [2] are generated at two interfaces within the ocean bottom. Trajectories of the four identified head wave arrivals generated at the interface B differ by the number of reflections at the interface and ocean surface. From the derivatives of the travel times with respect to range, one finds 1730*10 m/s and 2159*10 m/s, respectively, for sound velocities in the sediment layers below the interfaces A and B. FIGURE 3 (Left) Power spectra of the precursor wave as a function of receiver depth for shot at the range 3.90 km. The spectra corresponding to consecutive hydrophores are shifted by 12 dB for clarity. FIGURE 4 @ight) Depth-averaged head-wave power spectra and their linear approximation at three source/array separations: r=2.94 km, 3.90 km, and 4.83 km.
Power spectra of the precursors reveal complicated interference structure, including deep nulls at relatively low frequencies (Fig. 3) . Positions of the nulls in the frequency domain depend on receiver range and depth. It is possible to invert the depth dependence for differences in travel times and incidence angles of the two interfering waves. It has been found in this way that the sound speed increases with depth under the interface B and reaches 2326*2O tis at several dozen meters below it.
At low frequencies power spectra are rather complicated because of interference of waves reflected from various interfaces within sediments. There is an intermediate frequency range, however, where effects of absorption dominate over interference making the spectrum almost linear in dB scale (Fig. 4) , and signal-to-noise ratio remains sufficiently large. Naturally, the intermediate range shifis towards lower frequencies for more distant sources. At this frequency range, the difference of power spectra slopes for shots at two distances is proportional to the product of the compression wave attenuation coefficient and the distance increment, provided the attenuation coefficient is proportional to frequency [2] . The data shown at Fig. 4 leads then to the estimate 0.27~0.05 dB/L for the attenuation coefficient in the sediment layer below the interface B.
CONCLUS1ON
In shallow water, acoustic precursors are due to bottom-interacting waves and possess a complicated structure because of superposition of multiple arrivals. Nevertheless, use of a vertical array enables one to extract important geoacoustic information from the precursor signals, including estimates of such a hard-to-measure quantity as absorption.
